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Feature selection means finding a subset of features which are more important

on the classification. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are a new method of extract-

ing information from a data set. A classification boundary is created allowing the

largest possible margin of error. Support Vector Machines have been applied to a

number of applications, such as bioinformatics, face recognition, text categorization,

handwritten digit recognition, and so forth. Researchers have recently started to use

SVMs for feature selection. In this thesis, we present an overview of this research

and propose two new algorithms.

We applied the new algorithms to the colon cancer data set to rank all the

genes, depending on their importance on the classification, and hence found a subset

of genes which gives the best accuracy. The experiments show that our algorithms

are competitive with the existing methods in accuracy and are much faster in speed.

The colon cancer data set consists of 62 instances, each instance with 2,000

genes. Researchers believe that only a small number of genes are responsible for

ix



colon cancer. In this thesis, we also show that the selected genes from our new fea-

ture selection methods are biologically relevant by comparing with other researchers’

findings and therefore the feature selection methods really work.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Feature selection is an important problem in machine learning [7, 11, 18]. In

this chapter, we present the nature of the feature selection and why it is needed. We

also give a glossary of notations and an overview of this thesis.

1.1 Feature Selection Problem

Given an instance x = (x1, · · · , xn), consider a classification problem. Typ-

ically, only a small number of features of x give sufficient information for the clas-

sification. The feature selection problem identifies the small subset of features that

are relevant to the target concept. A small subset of relevant features gives more

descriminating power than using more features. This is counter-intuitive since more

features give more information and therefore should give more discriminating power.

But if a feature is irrelevant, that feature does not affect the target concept. If a

feature is redundant, then that feature does not add anything new to the target con-

cept [21]. This justifies our counter-intuition. Benefits of the feature selection include

cutting the computation time short, giving a better discriminating hyperplane and

giving a better understanding of the data. In our experiments, for example, we have

a colon cancer data set. Each instance consists of 2,000 components (gene expression

level). Researchers strongly believe that only a small subset of genes are responsi-

ble for colon cancer [14]. Our experimental results and other researchers’ findings

[14] support this. Many methods are available for solving the feature selection prob-

lem [11, 18]. This thesis concerns the feature selection in Support Vector Machines

(SVMs).

1
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1.2 Notation

xi training instance

yi target corresponding to instance xi, yi ∈ {−1, 1}

g(x) decision hyperplane trained from SVM

w weight vector when g(x) is linear

b threshold in g(x)

α Lagrange multipliers

φ mapping function to feature space

K(x,y) kernel 〈φ(x) · φ(y)〉

l number of training instances

n dimension of input space

〈x · y〉 inner product between x and y

‖ · ‖ 2-norm

‖ · ‖p p-norm

‖ · ‖′ dual norm of ‖ · ‖

p(x, g(x)) projection of x onto g(x)

ξ slack variable

C upper bound for α

L primal Lagrangian function

x
′

transpose of vector x

SV support vectors

|x| component-wise absolute value of vector x

|SV | number of support vectors

∠(x,y) angle between x, y

µi mean for feature i over training instances

σi standard deviation for feature i over training instances

V (x) variance of x
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E(x) expectation x

Σ covariance matrix

1.3 Thesis Overview

We begin this thesis by defining the feature selection problem, and then we

discuss why the feature selection problem is important, especially the feature selection

using SVMs. The next chapter is devoted to SVMs. In Chapter 3, we present

related works in the domain. Two of the related methods are reviewed with their

ideas and algorithms. In Chapter 4, we propose two of the new algorithms in this

problem domain: SVM Gradient-RFE and SVM Projection-RFE. Chapter 5 presents

experimental results. Existing methods and our proposed methods are applied to a

real world data set, and the results show that our proposed algorithms are better.

In Chapter 6, we present other feature selection methods and comparisons with our

algorithms. Chapter 6 also includes an overview of dimension reduction methods, a

loosely related area. This thesis concludes by summarizing the knowledge we gained

and other possibilities for future research.



CHAPTER 2
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES

2.1 Introduction

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are a new classification method developed

by Vapnik and his group at AT&T Bell Labs [29, 10]. The SVMs have been applied to

classification problems [15, 23] as alternatives to multilayer networks. Classification

is achieved by a linear or nonlinear separating surface in the input space of the data

set. The goal of SVM is to minimize the expectation of the output of sample error.

Support Vector Machines map a given set of binary labeled training data to a high-

dimensional feature space and separate the two classes of data with a maximum

margin of hyperplane. To understand the SVM approach, we need to know two key

ideas: duality and kernels [3, 10, 27]. We examine these concepts for the simple case

and then show how they can be extended to more complex tasks.

2.2 Linearly Separable Case

Consider a binary classification problem with training instances and its class

label pairs (xi, yi), where i = 1, · · · , l and yi ∈ {−1, 1}. The xi is called a positive

instance if the corresponding label is +1; otherwise, it is a negative instance. Let P

denote the set of positive instances and N the set of negative instances. Figure 2.1

shows some possible linear discriminant planes which separate P from N . In Fig-

ure 2.1 [3] an infinite number of discriminating planes exists and P1 and P2 are

among them. P1 is preferred since P2 more likely misclassifies an instance if there

are small perturbations in the instance [3]. A maximum distance or margin plane is

a discriminant plane which is furthest from both P and N . This gives an intuitive

explanation about why maximum margin discriminant planes are better. P3 and P4

4
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P1

P3

P4
P2

P

N

Figure 2.1: Linear discriminant planes

are called supporting planes, and points lying on the supporting planes are called sup-

port vectors. The maximum margin is the distance between two supporting planes,

and the geometric margin is the normalized distance by weight between supporting

planes.

For xi ∈ P , suppose we want to find w and b such that 〈w · xi〉 + b ≥ 0.

Suppose k = mini|〈w · xi〉 + b|. Then, |〈w · xi〉 + b| ≥ k, ∀xi. For the points in the

other class, we require 〈w · xi〉 + b ≤ −k. Note that w and b can be rescaled so we

can always set k equal to 1. To find the plane furthest from both sets, we maximize

the distance between the supporting planes for each class. The support vectors are

shown inside the dotted circle in Figure 2.2.

In Figure 2.2, the normalized margin, or geometric margin between the sup-

porting planes 〈w · x1〉+b = +1, and 〈w · x2〉+b = −1 is γ = 2/‖w‖ [26, 4]. Since we

want to maximize the margin for the reason we intuitively justified, we can formulate

the problem as an optimization problem [10].

max
w,b

2
‖w‖2

s.t.
〈w · xi〉+ b ≥ +1, yi ∈ P
〈w · xi〉+ b ≤ −1, yi ∈ N (2.1)
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{x | (wx) + b = 0 }

{x | (wx) + b = +1 }

{x | (wx) + b = −1 }

x1

x2

(w x1)+b=+1
(w x2)+b=−1

=>   (w (x1−x2)) = 2

=> (w/||w||) (x1−x2) = 2/||w||

yi = +1

yi = −1
w

Figure 2.2: Geometric margin in the maximum margin hyperplane

Since maximizing the margin is equivalent to minimizing ‖w‖2/2 and the

constraints can be simplified to yi(〈w · xi〉 − b) ≥ 1, ∀i, we can rewrite them as

follows:

min
w,b

‖w‖2

2

s.t yi(〈w · xi〉+ b) ≥ 1 (2.2)

In mathematical programming, a problem such as (2.2) is called a convex quadratic

problem. Many robust algorithms exist for solving the quadratic problems. Since the

quadratic problem is convex, any local minimum found is always a global minimum

[6].

2.3 Linearly Inseparable Case

Figure 2.3 [3] shows the two intersecting convex hulls. In Figure 2.3, if the

single bad square is removed, then the same formulation we had would work. To this

end, we need to relax the constraint and add a penalty to the objective function in

(2.2). Equivalently, we need to restrict the influence of any single point. Any point
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Figure 2.3: Linearly inseparable data

falling on the wrong side of its supporting plane is considered to be an error. We

want to maximize the margin and minimize the error. To this end, we need to make

some changes to the formulation in (2.2).

A nonnegative error variable, or slack variable ξi, is added to each constraint

and added to the objective function as a weighted penalty [10]:

min
w,b,ξ

2
‖w‖2
+ C
∑n
i=1ξi

s.t
yi(〈w · xi〉+ b) + ξi ≥ 1, ξi ≥ 0,

i = 1, · · · , n, (2.3)

where C is a constant. The constant C enforces to reduce the influence of any

particular point, such as the bad square in Figure 2.3. More explanation of C is

given in the next section.

2.4 Dual Problem

In this section, we show how to derive a dual representation of the problem.

The dual represenation of the original problem is important since its objective func-

tion and constraints are expressed in inner products. By replacing them with a kernel

function, we can therefore benefit from an enormous computational shortcut. Dual

representation involves the so-called Lagrangian theory [6, 5]. The Lagrangian theory

characterizes the solution of an optimization problem. First we introduce the dual

representation for a linear separable problem (2.2).
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The primal Lagrangian function for problem (2.2) is as follows [10]:

L(w, b, α) =
1

2
〈w ·w〉 −

∑l

i=1
αi[yi(〈w · xi〉+ b)− 1] (2.4)

where αi ≥ 0 are the Lagrange multipliers. At the extreme, the partial derivatives of

the Lagrangian are 0, that is,

∂L(w, b, α)

∂b
=
∑l

i=1
yiαi = 0

∂L(w, b, α)

∂w
= w −

∑l

i=1
yiαixi = 0

or

0 =
∑l

i=1
yiαi, (2.5)

w =
∑l

i=1
yiαixi. (2.6)

Substituting the relations (2.5, 2.6) into the primal problem (2.4) leads to

L(w, b, α) =

l
∑

i=1

αi −
1

2

l
∑

i,j=1

yiyjαiαj〈xi · xj〉. (2.7)

Now we have the dual problem corresponding to the the primal problem (2.2):

maximize
∑l

i=1 αi − 1
2

∑l

i,j=1 yiyjαiαj〈xi · xj〉

s.t

∑l
i=1 yiαi = 0,

αi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , l.
(2.8)

The primal problem (2.2) and corresponding dual problem (2.8) yield the same normal

vector to the hyperplane
∑l
i=1 yiαixi + b.

We do the similar dual formulation for the linearly nonseparable problem. The

primal Lagrangian for the problem (2.3) is as follows:

L(w, b, ξ, α, r) =
1

2
〈w ·w〉+C

l
∑

i=1

ξi
2−
∑l

i=1
αi[yi(〈w·xi〉+b)−1+ξi]−

l
∑

i=1

riξi (2.9)

where αi ≥ 0 and ri ≥ 0. Setting the partial derivatives of the primal Lagrangian

(2.9) to 0, we derive the dual problem.

∂L(w, b, ξ, α, r)

∂b
=
∑l

i=1
yiαi = 0,
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∂L(w, b, ξ, α, r)

∂ξi
= C − αi − ri = 0,

∂L(w, b, ξ, α, r)

∂w
= w −

∑l

i=1
yiαixi = 0

or

0 =
∑l

i=1
yiαi, (2.10)

C = αi + ri, (2.11)

w =
∑l

i=1
yiαixi. (2.12)

Substituting the relations (2.10, 2.11, 2.12) into the primal problem (2.9) leads to

L(w, b, ξ, α, r) =

l
∑

i=1

αi −
1

2

l
∑

i,j=1

yiyjαiαj〈xi · xj〉. (2.13)

Now we have the dual problem corresponding to the the primal problem (2.3):

maximize
∑l

i=1 αi − 1
2

∑l

i,j=1 yiyjαiαj〈xi · xj〉

s.t

∑l
i=1 yiαi = 0,

C ≥ αi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , l
(2.14)

where C is the upper bound for the Lagrange multipliers, that is, it gives the upper

bound for the α so it limits the influence of any point.

2.5 Kernel Methods and Support Vector Classifiers

How to construct the decision hyperplane from the solution of the problem

(2.8) is the next topic. Let α solve the dual problem (2.8). Then by the relation

(2.6), the weight w is as follows:

w =
l
∑

i=1

yiαixi

and

b =
maxyi=−1(〈w · xi〉) + minyi=1(〈w · xi〉)

2
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Input space Feature space

θ

Figure 2.4: A nonlinear kernel support vector machine

Its decision function therefore is

g(x) =
l
∑

i=1

αiyi〈xi · x〉+ b (2.15)

=
∑

i∈SV

αiyi〈xi · x〉+ b. (2.16)

For the example on the left of Figure 2.4, no simpler algorithm would work well. A

quadratic function such as the circle pictured is needed. Figure 2.4 shows how we

can make use of existing linear discriminant methods by mapping the original input

data into a higher dimensional space. When we map the original input space, say X

using φ(x), we create a new space F = {φ(x) : x ∈ X}. Then F is called the feature

space. We introduce the idea of the kernel with an example [25].

To produce a quadratic discriminant in a two-dimensional input space with

attributes x1 and x2, map the two-dimensional input space [x1, x2] to the three-

dimensional feature space [x1
2,
√
2x1x2, x2

2] and construct a linear discriminant in

the feature vector space. Specifically, define: φ(x) : R2 → R3 then, x = [x1, x2], and

w · x = w1x1+w2x2. φ(x) = [x12,
√
2x1x2, x2

2], w·φ(x) = w1x12+w2
√
2x1x2+w3x2

2.

The resulting decision function,

g(x) = w · φ(x) + b = w1x12 + w2
√
2x1x2 + w3x2

2 + b

is linear in the three-dimensional space, but it is nonlinear in the original two-

dimensional space. This approach, however, may cause some problems. If the data
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are noisy, then SVM would try to discriminate all the positive examples from the

negative examples by increasing the dimensionality of the feature space. This is the

so-called overfitting. The growth of the dimensionality of the feature space would be

exponential. The second concern is computing the separating hyperplane by carrying

out the map into the feature space. The SVMs magically get around this problem

by using the so-called kernel. The formal definition for a kernel is as follows [10]:

Definition 2.5.1 A kernel is a function K, such that for all x, z ∈ X

K(x, z) = 〈φ(x) · φ(x)〉,

where φ is a mapping from X to an (inner product) feature space F .

To change from a linear to a nonlinear classifier, we substitute only the in-

ner product 〈x · y〉 by a kernel function K(x,y). In our example, φ(x) · φ(y) =

(x1
2,
√
2x1x2, x2

2)(y1
2,
√
2y1y2, y2

2)
′

= (x · y)2 =: K(x,y). Note that the actual dot

product in F is computed in R2, the input space. Table 2.1 shows common kernel

functions. By changing the kernels, we can also get different nonlinear classifiers,

but no algorithm change is required. From a machine trained with an appropriately

defined kernel, we can construct a decision function:

g(x) =
∑

i∈SV

αiyiK(xi,x) + b. (2.17)

Table 2.1: Common Kernel Functions

Kernel K(x,y)

Linear 〈x · y〉
Polynomial (1 + 〈x · y〉)θ
RBF exp(−‖x−y‖

2

θ
)



CHAPTER 3
RELATED WORKS

3.1 SVM Gradient Method

Training support vector machines provides optimal values for the Lagrange

mulitpliers αi. From the αi’s, one constructs the decision hyperplane g(x),

g(x) =
∑

i∈SV

αiyiK(xi,x) + b.

Researchers proposed a feature selection technique for SVMs based on the gradient

[16]. To rank the features of a given x according to their importance to the classifi-

cation decision, compute the angles between ∇g(x) and unit vectors ej, j = 1, · · · , n,

representing the indices of each feature. If the j th feature is not important at x,

∇g(x) is almost orthogonal to ej. One does these computations for all the support

vectors (SVs), that is, compute the angles for all the SVs, compute their averages

and sort them in descending order. This gives a feature ranking for all the features.

The SVM-Gradient algorithm is given below for a linear kernel and general kernels

separately.

3.1.1 Algorithm: Linear Kernel

(a) Train SVM using all available data components to get g(x).

(b) Compute the gradient ∇g(x)(or weights w), ∀x ∈ SV ,

w = ∇g(x)

=
∑

i∈SV

αiyixi.

Computation of ∇g(x) can be done easily since g(x) =∑i∈SV αiyiK(xi,x) =
∑

i∈SV αiyi〈xi · x〉 and ∇xK(xi,x) = xi.

(c) Sort the |w| in descending order. Then this gives the feature ranking.

12
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Table 3.1: Common Kernel Functions and Their Derivatives

Kernel K(x,y) ∇yK(x,y)
Linear xTy x

Polynomial (1 + xTy)θ θ(1 + xTy)θ−1

RBF exp(−‖x−y‖
2

θ
) 2(x−y)

θ
exp(−‖x−y‖

2

θ
)

3.1.2 Algorithm: General Kernels

(a) Train SVM using all available data components to get g(x).

(b) Compute the gradient ∇g(x), ∀x ∈ SV ,

∇g(x) =
∑

i∈SV

αiyi∇xK(xi,x).

Computation of∇g(x) can be done easily again since g(x) =
∑

i∈SV αiyiK(xi,x),

and only the term K(xi,x) involves the variable x. Therefore take the derivative of

the kernel function only K. Table 3.1 summarizes common kernel functions and their

derivatives.

(c) Compute the sum of angles between ∇g(x) and ej, γj, j = 1, · · · |s|

γj =
∑

x∈SV
∠(∇g(x), ej)

where

∠(∇g(x), ej) = minβ∈{0,1}
{

βπ + (−1)βarccos
(〈∇g(x) · ej〉
‖∇g(x)‖

)}

.

(d) Compute the averages of the sum of the angles

cj = 1−
2

π
· γj|SV| .

(e) Sort the c in descending order. Then this gives the feature ranking.

The authors also proposed when the number of SVs is small compared to the

number of training instances, include all the points within the ε-region around the

borders, that is, |g(xi)| ≤ 1 + ε.
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3.2 SVM-RFE

The SVM-RFE [14] is an application of a recursive feature elimination based

on sensitivity analysis for an appropriately defined cost function.

3.2.1 Algorithm: Linear Kernel

In the linear kernel case, define a cost function J = (1/2)‖w‖. Then the least

sensitive feature which has the minimum magnitude of the weight is eliminated first.

This eliminated feature becomes ranking n. The machine is retrained without the

eliminated feature and removes the feature with the minimum magnitude of weights.

This eliminated feature becomes ranking n − 1. By doing this process repeatedly

until no feature is left, we can rank all the features. The algorithms are as follows:

Given training instances Xall = [x1, · · ·xl]′, and class labels y = [y1, · · ·yl]′,

initialize the subset of features s = [1, 2, · · ·n] and r = an empty array.

Repeat (a)-(e) until s becomes an empty array.

(a) Construct new training instances X = Xall(:, s)

(b) Train SVM(X,y) to get g(x).

(c) Compute the gradient w = ∇g(x).

w =
∑

i∈SV

αiyixi.

(d) Find the feature f with the smallest wj, j = 1, · · · |s|

f = argmin( |w| ).

(e) Update r and eliminate the feature from s

r = [s(f), r],

s = s - {s(f)}.

The last eliminated feature is the most important one.
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3.2.2 Algorithm: General Kernels

Define a cost function as follows:

J = (1/2)αTHα− αTe,

where Hhk = yhykK(xh,xk), K is a kernel function, α is a Lagrange multiplier and

e is an l (number of training instances) dimensional vector of ones. To compute the

change in J caused by removing the feature i, one has to retrain a classifier for every

candidate feature to be eliminated. This difficulty is avoided by assuming no change

in α. Under this assumption, one recomputes the H,

H(−i)hk = yhykK(xh(−i),xk(−i)),

where (−i) means that the component i has been removed. So the sensitivity function

is defined as follows:

DJ(i) = J − J(−i)

= (1/2)αTHα− (1/2)αTH(−i)α

Given training instances Xall = [x1, · · ·xl]′, and class labels y = [y1, · · ·yl]′,

initialize the subset of features s = [1, 2, · · ·n] and r = an empty array.

Repeat (a)-(e) until s becomes an empty array.

(a) Construct new training instances X = Xall(:, s).

(b) Train SVM(X,y) to get α.

α = SVM− train

(c) Compute the ranking criteria for all i.

DJ(i) = (1/2)αTHα− (1/2)αTH(−i)α

(d) Find the feature k such that

k = argminiDJ(i).

(e) Eliminate the feature k.
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r = [s(k), r],

s = s - {s(k)}.

In the linear kernel,

K(xh,xk) = 〈xh · xk〉

and

αTHα = ‖w‖2.

Therefore

DJ(i) = (1/2)(wi)
2.

This matches the feature selection criterion in the linear kernel case.



CHAPTER 4
NEW ALGORITHMS

We propose two new algorithms in this chapter. The new algorithms are the

SVM Gradient-RFE and the SVM Projection-RFE. The SVM Gradient-RFE com-

bines the SVM-Gradient and SVM-RFE. In the SVM Projection-RFE, the magnitude

of the distance between support vectors and its projections is the feature selection

criterion. This criterion is combined with RFE so as to give birth to the SVM

Projection-RFE.

4.1 SVM Gradient-RFE

The SVM Gradient-RFE combines two existing feature selection methods:

SVM-RFE and SVM Gradient. When we say an algorithm, two factors are of con-

cerns: prediction accuracy and computing time. The new method takes the merits

of two existing methods so it is competitive to SVM-RFE in terms of prediction

accuracy while maintaining speedy computation.

As in [16], this method uses the gradient for feature selection criteria, but in

order to give a ranking for all the features, the machines are trained using all the

features and then computing the feature selection criterion, that is, the feature with

a minimum angle is eliminated. The ranking of this eliminated feature then becomes

n. Train the machine now without the eliminated feature, and the feature with the

minimum selection criterion is eliminated. This eliminated feature becomes ranking

n − 1. By recursively eliminating all the features, one ranks all the features. The

following section describes the algorithm and computational details.

17
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4.1.1 Linear Kernel

Given training instances Xall = [x1, · · ·xl]′, and class labels y = [y1, · · ·yl]′,

initialize the subset of features s = [1, 2, · · ·n] and r = an empty array.

Repeat (a)-(e) until s becomes an empty array.

(a) Construct new training instances X = Xall(:, s)

(b) Train SVM(X,y) to get g(x).

(c) Compute the gradient w = ∇g(x).

w =
∑

i∈SV

αiyixi.

(d) Find the feature f with the smallest wj, j = 1, · · · |s|

f = argmin( |w| ).

(e) Update r and eliminate the feature from s

r = [s(f), r],

s = s - {s(f)}.

For the linear kernel, the decision hyperplane is linear, and hence its gradient

at any support vector is a constant vector (normal vector). The normal vector of the

g(x) is the feature selection criterion.

4.1.2 General Kernels

Given training instances Xall = [x1, · · ·xl]′, and class labels y = [y1, · · ·yl]′,

initialize the subset of features s = [1, 2, · · ·n] and r = an empty array.

Repeat (a)-(e) until s becomes an empty array.

(a) Construct new training instances X = Xall(:, s)

(b) Train SVM(X,y) to get g(x).

(c) Compute the gradient ∇g(x), ∀x ∈ SV ,

∇g(x) =
∑

i∈SV

αiyi∇xK(xi,x).
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(d) Compute the sum of angles between ∇g(x) and ej, γj, j = 1, · · · |s|

γj =
∑

x∈SV
∠(∇g(x), ej)

where

∠(∇g(x), ej) = minβ∈{0,1}
{

βπ + (−1)βarccos
(〈∇g(x) · ej〉
‖∇g(x)‖

)}

.

(e) Compute the averages of the sum of the angles

cj = 1−
2

π
· γj|SV| .

(f) Find the feature f with the smallest cj, j = 1, · · · |s|

f = argmin(c).

(g) Update r and eliminate the feature from s

r = [s(f), r],

s = s - {s(f)}.

As we saw in Section 3.1, the ∇g(x) computation can be done easily.

4.2 SVM Projection-RFE

4.2.1 Idea

When we figured out this method, we identified what characteristics of im-

portant features in the SVM classifier are.

Consider the point A = (x1, x2) in Figure 4.1. When point A is projected

onto the g(x) = 0, let P = (p1, p2) be the projected point, then

|A− P | = |(x1, x2)− (p1, p2)| = |(∆x1,∆x2)|.

Note that the larger magnitude of ∆x is more influential to the decision plane. In

this example, |∆x1| > |∆x2|, and hence x1 is more influential to the decision than

x2. This is true since the decision hyperplane is almost parallel to the x2 axis, so
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AP

g(x)

x1

x2

∆ x1
∆x2

= 0

Figure 4.1: Motivation for the SVM Projection-RFE

that whatever the x2 value is, it contributes little to the decision plane g(x). We now

have to answer how to efficiently compute |A− P |, or ∆xi, i = 1, · · · , n. The idea is

that the normalized distance between P and A is 1 since A is a support vector and

the normalized distance between SVs and the hyperplane is 1 by the SVM property.

We can make use of this property to have efficient |P − A| computation. Before

we introduce the algorithm, we state a proposition [10] saying that the normalized

distance (margin) between the hyperplane and SVs is 1.

Proposition 4.2.1 Consider a linearly separable training sample

S = ((x1, y1), · · · , (xl, yl)),

and suppose the parameters α∗ and b∗ solve the following optimization problem:

maximize
∑l

i=1 αi − 1
2

∑l

i,j=1 yiyjαiαj〈xi · xj〉 (4.1)

s.t

∑l
i=1 yiαi = 0,

αi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , l.
(4.2)

Thenw =
∑l

i=1 yiαi
∗xi realizes the maximal margin hyperplane with geometric

margin

γ =
1

‖w‖
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P = A + t w

= 0

Figure 4.2: Linear kernel case for Projection-RFE

4.2.2 Linear Kernel

Using the linear kernel means that we have a linear decision hyperplane g(x) =

〈w · x〉+b. When A is projected onto the g(x) = 0, the projected point P is expressed

in terms of A, and w, weight of g(x), that is, point P is the sum of point A and some

constant times the weight w. Figure 4.2 shows this.

P = A+ t ·w.

where t is a constant. By the proposition 4.2.1,

‖t ·w‖ = 1

‖w‖ ,

and by solving this in terms of t, we have

t =
±1
‖w‖2 .

Hence,

|P − A| = |w|
‖w‖2 .

Let p(xi, g(x)) denote the projection of x onto g(x). Since w is ∇g(xi), we have,

|p(xi, g(x))− xi| =
|w|
‖w‖2

=
|∇g(xi)|
‖∇g(xi)‖2

, ∀i ∈ SV.
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Since |p(xi, g(x))− xi| = a constant vector (normal vector) ∀i ∈ SV , we only need

to compute

|w|
‖w‖2 .

The following Lemma 4.2.2 summarizes what we have done above.

Lemma 4.2.2 Consider a linearly separable training sample

S = ((x1, y1), · · · , (xl, yl)),

and suppose the parameters α∗ and b∗ solve the following optimization problem:

maximize
∑l

i=1 αi − 1
2

∑l

i,j=1 yiyjαiαj〈xi · xj〉 (4.3)

s.t

∑l
i=1 yiαi = 0,

αi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , l.
(4.4)

Then w =
∑l
i=1 yiαi

∗xi. For any support vectors xi

|p(xi, g(x))− xi| =
|w|
‖w‖2 .

Proof: We can write p(xi, g(x)) in terms of xi, and the gradient vector of the decision

hyperplane g(x) at xi as follows:

p(xi, g(x)) = xi + t ·w,

where t is some constant. By the Proposition 4.2.1,

‖t ·w‖ = 1

‖w‖ ,

Solving the above in terms of t gives:

t = ± 1

‖w‖2 .

Hence,

|p(xi, g(x))− xi| =
|w|
‖w‖2 ,
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P
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g(x)

t g(x)

A

P = A + t g(x)

= 0

Figure 4.3: Nonlinear kernel case for Projection-RFE

4.2.3 General Kernels

Using the nonlinear kernel, we have a nonlinear decision hyperplane in the

input space. Consider Figure 4.3.

Let g(x) be the hyperplane and P be the projected point of A. Observe that

∇g(A) is normal to the g(x) at the point P . ∇g(A) can be computed easily as in

the SVM Gradient since

g(x) =
∑

i∈SV

αiyiK(xi,x),

and

∇g(x) =
∑

i∈SV

αiyi∇xK(xi,x).

Hence, the projected point P is expressed in terms of A and ∇g(A), normal to the

g(x) at P , that is, the point P is the sum of point A and some constant t times the

normal vector ∇g(A). Figure 4.3 shows this.

P = A+ t · ∇g(A)

where t is a constant. But here we do not calculate |P − A| exactly since its com-

putation is complicated and the exact calculation is not needed. Since |P − A| is a

constant times ∇g(A), |P − A| is proportional to |∇g(A)|
‖∇g(A)‖2

, that is,

|P − A| ∝ |∇g(A)|
‖∇g(A)‖2 .
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For ∀i ∈ SV ,

|p(xi, g(x))− xi| ∝
|∇g(xi)|
‖∇g(xi)‖2

.

Since |p(xi, g(x)) − xi| is not a constant vector unlike the linear case, we need to

calculate

pi = c|p(xi, g(x))− xi|

=
|∇g(xi)|
‖∇g(xi)‖2

, ∀i ∈ SV,

where c is a constant. Now we sum the pi, ∀i ∈ SV , component-wise. Let d denote

the component-wise summation of pi, ∀i ∈ SV . The feature corresponding to the

largest magnitude of the d will then be the most important feature for the classifi-

cation of the g(x). This feature selection criterion is now combined to the recursive

feature elimination.

4.2.4 SVM Projection-RFE Algorithm

We now describe how to rank all the features. Initially, the machine is trained

with all the features and all the training data. Then compute the feature selection

criterion, that is, d. The feature with the minimum magnitude component is elimi-

nated. This eliminated feature becomes ranking n. Now train the machine without

the eliminated feature, recompute the d, and eliminate the feature with the minimum

selection criterion. This feature becomes ranking n− 1. Recursively doing this pro-

cess, we can give a ranking for all the features. The SVM Projection-RFE algorithm

and computational details are as follows:

4.2.4.1 Linear Kernel

Given training instances Xall = [x1, · · ·xl]′, and class labels y = [y1, · · ·yl]′,

initialize the subset of features s = [1, 2, · · ·n] and r = an empty array.

Repeat (a)-(e) until s becomes an empty array.

(a) Construct new training instances X = Xall(:, s)

(b) Train SVM(X,y) to get g(x).
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(c) Compute the gradient w = ∇g(x).

w =
∑

i∈SV

αiyixi.

(d) Find the feature f with the smallest wj, j = 1, · · · |s|

f = argmin( |w| ).

(e) Update r and eliminate the feature from s

r = [s(f), r],

s = s - {s(f)}.

For the linear kernel case, ∇g(xi) is a constant vector, that is, the normal

vector of the g(x), for any i ∈ SV . Only a one-time computation of the normal

vector of the g(x) is therefore needed for feature selection criterion computation for

one feature elimination. This algorithm is therefore exactly the same as the SVM-

RFE and SVM Gradient-RFE.

4.2.4.2 General Kernels

Given training instances Xall = [x1, · · ·xl]′, and class labels y = [y1, · · ·yl]′,

initialize the subset of features s = [1, 2, · · ·n] and r = an empty array.

Repeat (a)-(g) until s becomes an empty array.

(a) Construct new training instances X = Xall(:, s)

(b) Train SVM(X,y) to get g(x).

(c) Compute the gradient ∇g(x), ∀x ∈ SV ,

∇g(x) =
∑

i∈SV

αiyi∇xK(xi,x).

(d) Compute pi = c|p(xi, g(x))− xi|

pi =
|∇g(xi)|
‖∇g(xi)‖2

, ∀i ∈ SV.
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(e) Compute the sum of pi, ∀i ∈ SV .

d =
∑

i∈SV

pi.

(f) Find the feature f with the smallest dj, j = 1, · · · |s|

f = argmin(d).

(g) Update r and eliminate the feature from s

r = [s(f), r],

s = s - {s(f)}.

Again, the ∇g(x) computation can be done easily, as we did in Section 3.1.



CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Colon Cancer Data

The colon cancer data consist of 62 instances, each instance with 2,000 genes

[1, 14, 28, 9]. The data set is 22 normal colon tissue samples and 40 colon tumor

samples, analyzed with an Affymetrix oligonucleotide array complementary to more

than 6,500 human genes and expressed sequence tags. The 2,000 genes selected have

the highest minimal intensity across the samples.

5.2 Experimental Design and Results

The colon cancer data are 62 × 2,000 matrix. Each entry of the matrix is

a gene expression level. Before conducting the experiments, we preprocessed [1, 13,

14, 24] the data: take the logarithm of all values and then normalize the sample

vectors. The normalization of the sample vectors includes subtracting the mean over

all training values and dividing the result by the corresponding standard deviation.

Since the data set is not set aside for a training set or a testing set, we randomly split

them into two 31 samples. Then we performed a two-fold cross-validation (CV). The

two-fold cross-validation means that one of the two 31-sample sets is used for training

the machine and the other 31-sample set is used for a testing set and then vice versa.

We have done our experiments with the linear kernel and the RBF kernel. With the

linear kernel, all three methods are affordable since they do not take more than an

hour to complete. We therefore conducted complete experiments. For the SVM-RFE

and SVM Gradient–RFE, we ranked the feature (gene) and recursively eliminated

features one by one. But with the RBF kernel, a one-by-one feature elimination is

not affordable with the SVM RFE. We thus eliminated a chunk of genes at one time

27
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[14]. At the first iteration, we eliminated a multiple number of genes so that the

remaining number of genes is the closest power of 2. At the later iteration, half the

remaining genes are eliminated. For example, with our colon cancer data set, after

the first run, 2, 000 − 1, 024 = 976 genes are eliminated since 1,024 is the closest

power of 2 to 2,000. After the second run, 1, 024− 512 = 512 genes are eliminated.

As we have seen in Chapter 3, the SVM Gradient-RFE and SVM Projection-

RFE essentially do the same computation and hence give the same ranking and same

accuracy. So the SVM Projection-RFE accuracy is not shown in this table. For

the linear kernel, cross-validation accuracy is computed with the feature selection

methods: SVM-RFE, SVM Gradient, and SVM Gradient-RFE. For the RBF kernel,

cross-validation accuracy is computed with the SVM-RFE and SVM Gradient-RFE

methods. Table 5.1 shows the cross-validation accuracy results. Table 5.1 shows that

using the RBF kernel gives better accuracy than using the linear kernel. With the

linear kernel, the CV accuracy ranges from 61% to 85%. With the linear kernel, the

SVM-RFE and SVM Gradient-RFE give the same accuracy because the methods use

the same feature selection criterion and the same recursive elimination idea. When

we use the linear kernel, the SVM Gradient-RFE and SVM-RFE are equally better

than the SVM Gradient method. This means that a recursive feature elimination idea

is useful. With the RBF kernel, the CV accuracy ranges from 74% to 90%. From

Table 5.1, the best CV accuracy is obtained using the RBF kernel with 16 genes. The

SVM Gradient-RFE and SVM-RFE give almost the same CV accuracy, although they

use a different feature selection criterion. The SVM-RFE uses maximum sensitivity

based on cost function as the selection criterion, while the SVM Gradient-RFE uses

a minimum angle between the gradient of SVs and features.

Although the CV accuracy is the same between the two methods, their com-

puting time is very different. Table 5.2 shows computing times for various feature

selection methods when using the RBF kernel. Note that the computing times are
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Table 5.1: Cross-validation Accuracy (Colon Cancer)

# genes Linear Kernel RBF Kernel
RFE GRAD GRAD RFE GRAD

-RFE -RFE

1 0.73 0.61 0.73 0.74 0.74
2 0.77 0.63 0.77 0.74 0.74
3 0.84 0.73 0.84 0.79 0.79
4 0.82 0.74 0.82 0.84 0.84
5 0.79 0.73 0.79 0.89 0.89
6 0.85 0.74 0.85 0.89 0.89
7 0.85 0.81 0.85 0.89 0.89
8 0.84 0.79 0.84 0.89 0.89
9 0.84 0.77 0.84 0.89 0.89
10 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.87 0.87
11 0.85 0.79 0.85 0.89 0.89
12 0.84 0.81 0.84 0.87 0.87
13 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.87 0.87
14 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.89 0.89
15 0.81 0.82 0.81 0.89 0.89
16 0.81 0.82 0.81 0.90 0.90
17 0.81 0.84 0.81 0.90 0.90
18 0.82 0.85 0.82 0.90 0.90
19 0.84 0.81 0.84 0.87 0.87
20 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.87 0.87
21 0.82 0.84 0.82 0.89 0.89
22 0.84 0.81 0.84 0.89 0.89
23 0.85 0.81 0.85 0.89 0.89
24 0.85 0.81 0.85 0.89 0.89
25 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.89 0.89
26 0.87 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.90
27 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.90 0.90
28 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.90 0.90
29 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.90 0.90
30 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.90 0.90
40 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.85
50 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.85
60 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.87
70 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.87 0.87
80 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.89 0.89
90 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.89
100 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.89 0.89
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Table 5.2: Comparison Between Various Feature Selection Methods

Comparison Criteria SVM-RFE Gradient-RFE Projection-RFE

Computing Time 3 hours 4.09 mins 3.86 mins
Best Accuracy 90 % 90 % 90 %
# Genes at Best Accuracy 16 16 16

not shown here for the linear kernel since the SVM-RFE and SVM Gradient-RFE do

the same computation with the linear kernel, and hence it does not give a comparison

between various methods. The SVM-RFE take significantly longer than the other

two methods: SVM Gradient-RFE, and SVM Projection-RFE. The SVM Projection-

RFE performs slightly more efficient computation than the SVM Gradient-RFE. The

experiments were done on a Sun machine in CSE114. Table 5.2 also shows the best

accuracy and the number of genes at the best accuracy for various feature selection

methods. These results are the same between the three methods.

Figure 5.1 graphically shows the comparison of various feature (gene) selec-

tion methods. Note that the SVM Projection-RFE gives the same cross-validation

accuracy as the SVM Gradient-RFE. The SVM Gradient-RFE and SVM-RFE give

the best CV accuracy overall, and with these two methods the best CV accuracy is

achieved with 16 genes. This implies that the subset of 16 genes is enough for the

classification and even much better than using all the genes. Among the 2,000 genes,

most of them are either irrelevant or redundant. In Figure 5.1, the dotted horizontal

line is the accuracy for the linear kernel using all the genes; its accuracy is 85%. This

justifies our earlier conjecture.

It is worthy to mention what genes are ranked at the top and whether they

make sense biologically. Guyon et al. [14] conducted the feature selection with SVMs

on the same colon data set. Table 5.3 shows the top-ranked genes. Our top-ranked

genes (from the SVM Gradient-RFE using the linear kernel) are compared with their

results. The first column represents the seven top-ranked genes in Guyon’s results
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Table 5.3: Top-ranked Genes

Rank Rank in GAN Description
in Guyon our ranking

1 1 H64807 PLACENTAL FOLATE TRANSPORTER
(Homo sapiens)

2 2 T62947 60S RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L24
(Arabidopsis thaliana)

3 107 R88740 ATP synthase coupling factor 6,
mitochondrial precursor (human)

4 20 H81558 Procyclic form specific polypeptide B1 alpha
precursor (Trypanosoma brucei brucei)

5 37 T94579 Human chitotriosidase precursor mRNA,
complete cds

6 22 M59040 Human cell adhesion molecule (CD44)
mRNA, complete cds

7 33 H08393 Collagen alpha 2 (XI) chain
(Homo sapiens)

[14], and the second column corresponds in ranking to our ranking. The two rankings

are close since the top two genes exactly match and the other genes in the first column

are also highly ranked in the second column. Guyon et al. verified that their top-

ranked genes are biologically relevant in colon cancer [14]. We can say that the feature

selection methods work well.



CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we discuss the speed issue regarding the computation of feature

selections, survey other feature selection methods, and present dimension reduction

methods.

6.1 Computational Consideration

Using the linear kernel takes less time than using the RBF kernel. This dif-

ference is very obvious when we use the SVM-RFE method. With the linear kernel,

computing time is always much less than using the RBF kernel for the same feature

selection method. This is because for the linear kernel we compute the weights only

once for each feature elimination, and for the RBF kernel, a sensitivity is calculated

for each candidate gene for elimination (SVM-RFE), or a gradient vector is calcuated

at all the support vectors (SVM Gradient-RFE). The difference between computing

time is at most three hours between RBF and linear kernel (SVM-RFE). As we have

seen in the previous section, better accuracy is obtained using the RBF kernel than

the linear kernel. If accuracy cannot be traded for speed, using the RBF kernel is

more desirable than using the linear kernel. Since the SVM-RFE and SVM Gradient-

RFE give almost the same accuracy with the RBF kernel, we therefore consider only

the RBF kernel, and speed is now the issue. The SVM Gradient-RFE takes signif-

icanlty less time than the SVM RFE (see Table 5.2), so we can say that the SVM

Gradient-RFE is more desirable against the SVM-RFE.
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6.2 Discussion with Other Feature Selection Methods

The main issue is the comparison between the recursive feature elimination

techniques (SVM-RFE, SVM Gradient-RFE and SVM Projection-RFE) and non-

recursive feature elimination methods.

6.2.1 Linear Programming Methods

Linear programming (LP) is a mathematical formulation to solve an opti-

mization problem whose constraints and objective function are linear [7, 8]. The LP

formulations were suggested to solve the feature selection problem [7, 8]. Given two

point sets, A and B in Rn are represented by A ∈ Rm×n and B ∈ Rk×n. This problem

is formulated as following robust linear programming (RLP) [8].

min
w,γ,y,z

e
T
y

m
+ e

T
z

k
(6.1)

s.t
−Aw + eγ + e ≤ y,
Bw − eγ + e ≤ z,
y ≥ 0, z ≥ 0.

(6.2)

6.2.1.1 Feature Selection via Concave Minimization [8]

A subset of features is obtained by attempting to suppress as many compo-

nents of the normal vector w to the separating plane P , which is consistent with

obtaining an acceptable separation between sets A and B. This can be achieved by

introducing an extra term with the parameter λ ∈ [0, 1) into the objective in RLP

while weighting the original objective by (1− λ).

min
w,γ,y,z,v

(1− λ)(eTy
m
+ e

T
z

k
) + λeTv∗ (6.3)

s.t

−Aw + eγ + e ≤ y,
Bw − eγ + e ≤ z,
y ≥ 0, z ≥ 0,
−v ≤ w ≥ v.

(6.4)

Because of the discontinuity of eTv∗, this term is approximated by a concave expo-

nential on the nonnegative real line :

v∗ ≈ t(v, α) = e− ε−αv, α > 0
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This leads to the Feature Selection Concave minimization (FSV):

min
w,γ,y,z,v

(1− λ)(eTy
m
+ e

T
z

k
) + λeT (e− ε−αv) (6.5)

s.t

−Aw + eγ + e ≤ y,
Bw − eγ + e ≤ z,
y ≥ 0, z ≥ 0,
−v ≤ w ≥ v.

(6.6)

6.2.1.2 SVM ‖ · ‖p Formulation[7, 8]

The authors have tried several LP formulations which vary depending on what

norm to measure the distance between two bounding planes. The distance, measured

by some norm ‖ · ‖ on Rn, is 2
‖w‖′
. Add the reciprocal of this term, ‖w‖

′

2
, to the

objective function of RLP.

min
w,γ,y,z

(1− λ)(eTy + eTz) + λ
2
‖w‖′ (6.7)

s.t
−Aw + eγ + e ≤ y,
Bw − eγ + e ≤ z,
y ≥ 0, z ≥ 0.

(6.8)

One uses the ∞-norm to meaure the distance between the planes. Since the

dual norm of the ∞-norm is 1-norm, we call the LP formulation as SVM ‖ · ‖1. The

SVM ‖ · ‖1 formulation is as follows:

min
w,γ,y,z,s

(1− λ)(eTy + eTz) + λ
2
eT s (6.9)

s.t

−Aw + eγ + e ≤ y,
Bw − eγ + e ≤ z,
−s ≤ w ≤ s,
y ≥ 0, z ≥ 0.

(6.10)

In the SVM ‖ · ‖p formulation, the objective functions attempt to balance between the

number of misclassified instances and the number of non-zero w’s while minimizing

the sum of these two values.

Similarly, if one uses the 1–norm to measure the distance between the planes,

then the dual to the norm is the ∞–norm and SVM ‖ · ‖∞ formulation as follows:

min
w,γ,y,z

, ν (1− λ)(eTy + eTz) + λ
2
ν (6.11)
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s.t

−Aw + eγ + e ≤ y,
Bw − eγ + e ≤ z,
−eν ≤ w ≤ eν,
y ≥ 0, z ≥ 0.

(6.12)

The authors also attempted SVM ‖ · ‖2. They reported that only FSV and

SVM ‖ · ‖1 gave small subsets of features and all other formulations ended up with

no feature selections.

Solving the linear programming feature selection problem gives a subset of

features with which the separating plane is linear in input space, and in SVM recursive

feature elimination methods it could be nonlinear in input space, as well as linear in

input space. Also, one does not have a choice for the number of features one desires

since the solution for SVM ‖ · ‖p simply gives a subset of features. The SVM recursive

feature elimination methods give ranking for all the features so one can choose top k

features if one wanted to choose a subset which consists of k features.

6.2.2 Correlation Coefficient Methods

Evaluating how well an individual feature contributes to the separation can

produce a simple feature ranking. Golub et al. [13] used

wi =
µi(+)− µi(−)
σi(+) + σi(−)

.

Pavlidis [24] used

wi =
(µi(+)− µi(−))2
σi(+)

2 + σi(−)2
.

The µi and σi in the above are the mean and standard deviations regarding feature i.

A large positive value in wi indicates a strong correlation with the (+) class and a large

negative value with the (-) class. Each coefficient wi is computed with information

about a single feature and does not consider mutual information between features.

These methods assume the orthogonality assumption implicitly [14]. What it means

is following. Suppose one wants to find two features which give a best classifier error

rate among all combinations of two features. In this case, the correlation coefficient
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method finds two features which are individually good, but those two features may

not be the best two features cooperatively. The SVM recursive feature elimination

methods certainly do not have this problem.

6.2.3 Feature Scaling Methods

Some authors suggest using the leave-one-out (LOO) bounds for SVMs as

feature selection criteria [30]. The methods search all possible subsets of n features

which minimize the LOO bound, where n is the total number of features. But this

minimum finding requires solving a combinatorial problem, which is very expensive

when n is large. Instead, it scales each feature by a real variable and computes this

scaling via a gradient descent on the LOO bound. One keeps the features with the

largest scaling variables. The authors incorporate scaling factors into the kernel:

Kσ(x,y) = K((x ∗ σ), (y ∗ σ))

where x ∗ σ is an element-wise multiplication. The algorithm is :

1. Solve the standard SVM to find α’s for a fixed σ.

2. Optimize σ for fixed α’s by a gradient descent.

3. Remove features corresponding to small elements in σ and return to step 1.

This method may end up with a local minimum depending on the choice of the

gradient step size [14].

6.2.4 Wrapper Methods

Given a subset of features, a classifier can be used to evaluate how good the

subset of features are in terms of a classification error rate [18, 11]. The classifier is

called a “wrapper.” To find the best subset, one tries to do all the combinations of n

features. The subset evaluation is performed by a k-fold cross-validation or on a test

set. Some authors propose using a genetic algorithm as subset selection technique

and using SVM as a classifier on face recognition problem [22]. The wrapper method

is a combinatorial search problem, and the recursive feature elimination is a greedy

algorithm. This means the wrapper method is computationally much more expensive.
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6.3 Dimension Reduction Methods

In this section, we examine methods in dimension reduction. Two representa-

tive methods are principal component analysis (PCA) [19, 2] and projection pursuit

(PP) [12, 17, 18]. The PCA aims to minimize the error by doing some transformation

to another coordinate system, and PP aims to find interesting low-dimensional linear

projections of high-dimensional data.

6.3.1 Principal Component Analysis

Let us start by introducing how to calculate the PCs. Consider a sample

x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn]′ . Assume without loss of generality E[xi] = 0, ∀i = 1, · · · , n. The

covariance matrix Σ of x is E(xx
′

). The first principal component (PC): Y(1) = α1
′

x.

α1 can be found by maximizing the variance of the first PC α1
′

x under the constraint

α1
′

α1 = 1. I.e,

max
α1

V (α1
′

x)

s.t α1
′

α1 = 1 (6.13)

Since
V (α1

′

x) = E((α1
′

x)(α1
′

x)
′

)
= α1

′

E(xx
′

)α1
= α1

′

Σα1

the problem (6.13) can be rewritten as follows:

max
α1

α1
′

Σα1

s.t α1
′

α1 = 1 (6.14)

By using the Lagrangian function, problem (6.14) becomes

max
α1

α1
′

Σα1 − λ(α1
′

α1 − 1) (6.15)

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. The stationary condition states

Σα1 − λα1 = (Σ− λI)α1 = 0
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Since α1 6= 0, det(Σ − λI) = 0. Hence λ is an eigenvalue of Σ. Let α1 be an

eigenvector associated with λ. Then max α
′

1Σα1 = max α1
′

λα1 = max λα1
′

α1 =

max λ. So λ is the largest eigenvalue of Σ, and α1 is the eigenvector associated with

λ. By similar formulations, one can find all the PCs and can discard the variables

with small variance so that one can achieve the dimension reduction. But this is

different from feature selection. In feature selection, we want to find a small number

of features from the original input space. But the dimension reduction can be done

by transformation using the largest PCs. But to find the PCs, one has to make use

of all the features. So there can not be a subset with small number of features in the

original input space.

6.3.2 Projection Pursuit

The PP aims to discover an interesting structure projection of a multivariate

data set, especially for the visualization purpose of high-dimensional data. In basic

PP, one tries to find the direction w so that the xTx has an interesting distribution.

We do not go into computational details for PP, but just mention that like the PCA,

PP cannot be a feature selection method by the same reason as PCA.



CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

7.1 Summary

The SVMs have been widely used in machine learning. Feature selection

with SVMs is one of the many SVM applications. We have presented feature selec-

tion methods with SVMs. A general introduction for SVMs was given before going

into the feature selection methods since SVM was the main machine learning tool.

We presented some of the related works and proposed two new algorithms: SVM

Gradient-RFE and SVM Projection-RFE. Then we presented experimental results

in which some existing methods and our proposed methods are applied to the colon

cancer data set. The experimental results showed our proposed algorithms are as

good as the best existing methods in accuracy and are much faster than the existing

methods. Also, the experimental results support that a subset of features is enough

for training the machine and predicting the target. In our colon cancer experment,

only 16 genes give the best accuracy which is about 90%, while it was about 84%

using all the genes. Other researchers conducted the experiments on the same colon

cancer data set and ranked all 2,000 genes. Researchers in biology verified that the

best-ranked genes do have significant roles in colon cancer. In our experimental re-

sults, top-ranked genes also matched their best-ranked genes. This justified that

genes chosen by feature selection methods give a better explanation for the data set.

7.2 Future Work

What we reviewed and what we proposed are the feature selection methods,

which give a ranking for all the features. With these methods, we do not know how

many features are best without conducting the computation for accuracy for top k

40
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features, where k = 1, · · · , n; that is, we do not know the optimal number of features.

Research to this aim remains unexplored.

Also, research in SVMs is explorable, especially finding the parameters for

SVMs analytically. In our experiment, we found the parameters based on leave-

one-out error which we calculate repeatedly for a possible set of parameters to find

the best pairs. This requires many preliminary experiments before doing feature

selection.

As we have seen, the training data are preprocessed before the SVM training.

There is a significant difference in training speed between preprocessed data and

non-preprocessed data. Sometimes the preprocessing affects the accuracy. In our

experiments, the preprocessing goes through several steps: taking the logarithm and

then normalization. The normalization includes subtracting the mean and dividing

the result by a standard deviation, where mean and standard deviation are instance-

wise. But for other data sets, there can be different preprocessing steps, for example,

instance-wise normalization and then feature-wise normalization, or vice versa. How

the preprocessing should be done and how the preprocessing affects the training speed

and acccuracy need to be explored.



APPENDIX
MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION

function ranking = rankFeature(trnX, trnY, fsMethod, ker, C,
rbfParam, rankFile)

% rankFeature gives a ranking for all the features
%
% Usage: ranking = rankFeature(trnX, trnY, feMethod, ker, C,
% rbfParam, rankFile)
%
% Parameters: trnX - Training inputs
% trnY - Training targets
% fsMethod - feature selection method
% (’rfe’, ’gradient’, ’gradrfe’, ’proj’)
% ker - kernel function
% (’linear’, ’rbf’)
% C - upper bound
% rbfParam - p1 in exp(- ||u-v||*||u-v|| / (2*p1*p1) )
% rankFile - file name to be containing the ranking
%
%
% Note 1.
% p1 is a width (rbf kernel). The variable is available as global.
%
% Note 2.
% Linear kernel: features are eliminated one-by-one.
% RBF kernel: chunks of features are eliminated at each run.
%

1 col = size( trnX,2 );
2 s = 1 : col;
3 ranking = [];
4 it = 0;
5 global p1;
6 p1 = rbfParam;
7
8 switch lower( ker )
9 case ’linear’
10
11 switch lower(fsMethod)
12 case ’rfe’
13 % SVM-RFE method for the linear kernel
14 while( size( s, 2 ) = 0 )
15 it = it + 1;
16 xT = trnX( :,s );
17

42
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18 [n, a, b, svi ] = svc( xT, trnY, ker, C );
19 sv = xT( svi, : );
20 alpha = a( svi );
21 svY = trnY( svi );
22 wt = sv’ * (alpha .* svY);
23 [value, I] = min( abs( wt ) );
24
25 ranking = [ s(I), ranking ];
26 s = setdiff( s, s(I) ) ;
27 end
28
29 case ’g1’
30 % g1 is the same as the gradient when using the linear kernel.
31 [n, a, b, svi] = svc( trnX, trnY, ker, C );
32 sv = trnX( svi,: );
33 alpha = a( svi );
34 svY = trnY( svi );
35 wt = sv’ * (alpha .* svY);
36 [value, ranking] = sort( - abs( wt ) );
37 ranking = ranking’;
38
39 case ’gradient’
40 [n, a, b, svi] = svc( trnX, trnY, ker, C );
41 sv = trnX( svi,: );
42 alpha = a( svi );
43 svY = trnY( svi );
44 [r, c] = size( sv );
45 A = zeros( 1, c );
46
47 for j = 1 : r
48 g( j, : ) = zeros( 1, c );
49 for i = 1 : r
50 temp = ( alpha(i) * svY(i) ) * sv( i,: );
51 g( j, : ) = g( j, : ) + temp;
52 end
53 t1 = g( j, : ) * eye( c );
54 t2 = norm( g(j, :) );
55 temp1 = acos( t1/t2 );
56 temp2 = min( temp1, pi - temp1 );
57 A = A + temp2;
58 end
59 B = 1 - (2/pi) * A/r ;
60 [Y, ranking] = sort(-B);
61
62 case ’gradrfe’
63 while( size( s, 2 ) = 0 )
64 xT = trnX( :,s );
65 [n, a, b, svi] = svc( xT, trnY, ker, C );
66 sv = xT( svi, : );
67 alpha = a( svi );
68 svY = trnY( svi );
69 [r, c] = size( sv );
70 A = zeros( 1, c );
71 g = [];
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72
73 for j = 1 : r
74 g( j, : ) = zeros( 1, c );
75 for i = 1 : r
76 temp = ( alpha(i) * svY(i) ) * sv( i,: );
77 g( j, : ) = g( j, : ) + temp;
78 end
79 t1 = g( j, : ) * eye( c );
80 t2 = norm( g(j, :) );
81 temp1 = acos( t1/t2 );
82 temp2 = min( temp1, pi - temp1 );
83 A = A + temp2;
84 end
85 B = 1 - (2/pi) * A/r ;
86 [cc, I] = min( abs(B) );
87 ranking = [ s(I), ranking ];
88 s = setdiff( s, s(I) );
89 end
90
91 otherwise
92 disp(’method name is wrong’);
93 end
94
95 case ’rbf’
96 switch lower( fsMethod )
97 case ’gradrfe’
98 while( size( s, 2 ) = 0 )
99 xT = trnX( :,s );
100 dim = length( s );
101 [n, a, b, svi] = svc( xT, trnY, ker, C );
102 sv = xT( svi, : );
103 alpha = a( svi );
104 svY = trnY( svi );
105 [r, c] = size( sv );
106 A = zeros( 1, c );
107 g = [];
108
109 for j = 1 : r
110 g( j, : ) = zeros( 1, c );
111 for i = 1 : r
112 temp=(alpha(i)*svY(i))/(p1*p1)*exp(-(sv(i,:)-sv(j,:))
112a *(sv(i,:)-sv(j,:))’/(2*p1*p1))*(sv(i,:)-sv(j,:));
113 g( j, : ) = g( j, : ) + temp;
114 end
115 t1 = g( j, : ) * eye( c );
116 t2 = norm( g(j, :) );
117 temp1 = acos( t1/t2 );
118 temp2 = min( temp1, pi - temp1 );
119 A = A + temp2;
120 end
121 B = 1 - (2/pi) * A/r ;
122 [cc,I] = sort( - abs( B ) );
123
124 % chunks of features eliminated
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125 if( dim == 2000 )
126 II = I( 1025 : dim );
127 else
128 tempI = floor( dim/2 );
129 II = I( tempI + 1 : dim );
130 end
131
132 ranking = [ s(II), ranking ];
133 s = setdiff( s, s(II) );
134 end
135
136 case ’proj’
137 while( size( s, 2 ) = 0 )
138 xT = trnX( :,s );
139 dim = length( s );
140 [n, a, b, svi] = svc( xT, trnY, ker, C );
141 sv = xT( svi, : );
142 alpha = a( svi );
143 svY = trnY( svi );
144 [r, c] = size( sv );
145 A = zeros( 1, c );
146 g = [];
147 T = [];
148
149 for j = 1 : r
150 g( j, : ) = zeros( 1, c );
151 for i = 1 : r
152 temp=(alpha(i)*svY(i))/(p1*p1)*exp(-(sv(i,:)-sv(j,:))
152a *((sv(i,:)-sv(j,:))’/(2*p1*p1))*(sv(i,:)-sv(j,:));
153 g( j, : ) = g( j, : ) + temp;
154 end
155 T(j) = 1 / ( g(j,:) * g(j,:)’ );
156 end
157 diff = abs( diag( T ) * g );
158 diffSum = ones( 1, r ) * diff;
159 [cc,I] = sort( - diffSum );
160
161 % chunks of features eliminated
162 if( dim == 2000)
163 II = I( 1025 : dim );
164 else
165 tempI = floor( dim/2 );
166 II = I( tempI + 1 : dim );
167 end
168
169 ranking = [ s(II), ranking ];
170 s = setdiff( s, s(II) );
171 end
172
173 case ’gradient’
174 % to be implemented
175
176 case ’rfe’
177 while( size( s,2 ) = 0 )
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178 it = it + 1;
179 K = [];
180 AK = [];
181 H = [];
182 AH = [];
183 xT = trnX( :,s );
184 dim = length( s );
185 [ n, a, b, svi ] = svc( xT, trnY, ker, C );
186 sv = xT( svi, : );
187 svY = trnY( svi );
188 alpha = a( svi );
189 [ r, c ] = size( sv );
190
191 for i = 1 : r
192 for j = 1 : r
193 AH(i,j)=svY(i)*svY(j)*exp(-(sv(i,:)-sv(j,:))
193a *(sv(i,:)- sv(j,:))’/(2*p1*p1));
194 end
195 end
196
197 AK = alpha’ * AH * alpha;
198 for k = 1 : dim
199 for i = 1 : r
200 for j = 1 : r
201 svi = [ sv(i,1:(k-1)) sv(i,(k+1):dim) ];
202 svj = [ sv(j,1:(k-1)) sv(j,(k+1):dim) ];
203 H(i,j) = svY(i)*svY(j)*exp(-(svi-svj)*(svi-svj)’
203a /(2*p1*p1) );
204 end
205 end
206 K(k,1) = alpha’ * H * alpha;
207 end
208 [cc,I] = sort( - abs( AK - K ) );
209
210 % chunks of features eliminated
211 if( dim == 2000 )
212 II = I( 1025 : dim );
213 else
214 tempI = floor( dim/2 );
215 II = I( tempI + 1 : dim );
216 end
217
218 ranking = [ s(II), ranking ];
219 s = setdiff( s, s(II) );
220 end
221
222 otherwise
223 disp(’method name is wrong’);
224
225 end
226
227 otherwise
228 disp(’this kernel is not available’);
229
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230 end
231
232 fid = fopen( rankFile, ’w’ );
233 fprintf(fid, ’234 fclose(fid);
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